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Graphic Part 1 of 2 : Presentation of composite particles
[BM] which the Gravitational mass extracts from the Ether/ESF
Graphic Part 2 of 2 :Loss of Space Fabric by the [BM] and
development of the gravitational phenomenon inside the mass
𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) inducing dissipation.

Gravitational Entropies are modelling the Reality of
the Universe and Life inside it.
Note: in this paper the connection between the
Universal constant of absorption and the newly
developed “Universal theory of existence of matter
in solid status” derived from the “Gas Law” of A.
Avogadro, extended to solid status, has been
presented for the first time, “in history” showing
that between Physics and Chemistry up to now
considered as separate Sciences, there is enough
to permit us to consider them an “Unique Science”.
I point the fact that gravitational phenomena must
be recognized as “chemical transformations”
based on absorption in time of matter in pristine
status
as composite particles
to
be considered as sort of primary molecules
belonging to substance
filling the
Universal Reality in coexistence with any physical
mass, at density equal that of Water:
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/

The effects of these reactions consists of their
capacity to transform pristine substance
into opportune degraded states of existence
starting with mass in molecular status and from
there into Heat in units of mass inside the
physical mass through which Heat flows in
coexistence with it towards its surface under
absorption of the phase
of
.
a) Composite particles of Mass
of
can be absorbed by the
gravitational mass coexisting with them
(Newton’s Law).
b) a particle
named Quantum of basic
mass, fills as rigid mass the Space Fabric
inside which is contained
c) in the center of
containing
is
concentrated a particle
at density:
which practically contains all the
mass of the composite particle

.

Between mass
and mass
of
is valid the following equivalence:
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Gravitational mass,
in contact with the
coexisting
under the effect of entropic
degradation (absorption) caused by the Phase
of the
continuously absorbs
the
, (Fig.1 of 2) generating an open
cycle of physical reactions to the extreme of which
is Heat produced by the mass
coming out
of it as dissipation.
Note: the prime motor of all the gravitational
phenomena is absorption of dissipation by the
phase
working up its absorbing effect
through the gravitational mass and enabling it to
absorb the
particles from
.

Absorption as direct effect of the gravitational
phenomenon in time, is entropic degradation
which acts on the composite particles
flowing
against the mass
after being deprived of
their Space Fabric (transformed/degraded into
Heat) the nuclei
of the
flowing deprived
of
release through impact a further
larger amount of entropic degradation
(transformation) also coming out of the mass
in form of Heat.
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Ruggeri’s Universal formula of dissipation
of Heat coming out of
describes
expansion of mass as quanta in
radially away from

"

coming

at c speed.

Gravitational absorption by a mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) acts over the Field
of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] coexisting with it.
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] can be identified as presence of an infinite sea of
substance having density of Water 𝜌

=1

and

superimposed to the Euclidean Space .
What makes the difference is that the structure of the
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] consists of units of Space Fabric (Volumes of
expanded mass):
(
(

) ∙

, occupying in rigid status the

)

unit of volume of Space Fabric [𝑆𝐹 ]
(

) ∙

(

gravitational at density 𝜌
𝑑𝑚

= 3.703𝑒

as mass

)

.

=1

[𝑘𝐽] is going under the alternative name of :

𝑄𝑏𝑚 or “quantum of basic mass” when by entropic
transformation is changing from status of Space Fabric into
Heat.
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Nevertheless a particle of Basic Mass [𝐵𝑀] of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] to
be at density 𝜌

, as per theory, must contains

=1

/

inside the volume [𝑆𝐹 ]
𝑑𝑚

=

(

an amount of mass
= 3.703𝑒 [𝑇𝑜𝑛] so that the density inside it

) ∙

results:
𝜌

=

/

=1

At this point results that 𝑑𝑚
at density 1

=𝜌

in the above ratio is not mass

but is an equal amount of mass

=𝜌

concentrated on a particle [𝐼𝑃] at density:
𝜌

=1

as one must notice that if in place of a

= 𝑐

uniformly distributed substance inside the volume [𝑆𝐹 ]
substitute a particle [𝐼𝑃] the volume [𝑆𝐹 ]
remains
practically empty.

we

Absorption of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] treated as a fluid of density:
𝜌

/

=1

By a gravitational mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅), through a Universal Law, due
to its nature, acts inside the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] made up of units
([𝐵𝑀] particles) of expanded mass occupying a Space Fabric:
𝑆𝐹

=(

) ∙

[𝑚 ] at mass density 𝜌

=1

containing in its center an [𝐼𝑃] particle at density
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, each

𝜌

=1

≡𝑐

and produces in the field of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ]

two subfields in absolute dependence {depression and flow}
extended radially in all directions to infinite distance from the
center of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) }.

Gravity must be intended as simultaneous absorption of both
phases of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], through absorption of the
composite [𝐵𝑀] particle belonging to the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], takes
place as complete transformation into Heat of the mass 𝑑𝑚
contained inside the Space Fabric of the [𝐵𝑀] when the [𝐵𝑀]
comes in contact with the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅). (See: GSJGravitational Machine how it works).
What is left of the composite [𝐵𝑀] are the internal [𝐼𝑃]
particles going to join the gravitational mass always
represented (for convenience) as flow of units of mass in [𝑇𝑜𝑛]
at density 𝜌 = 1

and the [𝐼𝑃] under “absorption” hit the

molecules inside 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) which being subjected to depression
are in expanded status and coming on contact with them
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release irreversibly transformed into Heat, their expanded
portion.
Heat produced this way is consequently the result of loss of a
portion mass [𝐼𝑃] belonging to 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) which on contact with
the flow particles of [𝐼𝑃] releases as Heat their portion under
depression which then is absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ] of the
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] radially away from the gravitational 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) (see
both graphics inserted here).
Note: as already mentioned, mass in [𝑇𝑜𝑛] present inside the
[𝑆𝐹 ] occupies an extremely reduced volume, since that mass
is concentrated in the center of [𝑆𝐹 ]
as [𝐼𝑃] particle in
status of mass at density 𝜌

=𝑐

.

The gravitational phenomenon named “Absorption” is an
active reaction taking place when the molecular mass comes in
contact with the composite particle [𝐵𝑀] of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ],
flowing towards it under absorption, since at that point subtracts
from it its [𝑆𝐹 ] which occupies that volume in rigid status,
transforming it in a status similar to Gas (defined Heat)
absorbed radially away from the mass inside which it emerges
through entropic process (expansion causing its degradation).
Such transformation in ceasing Space occupation by flow of
[𝑆𝐹] just when it comes in contact with the mass, is sudden
cause of depression and absorption of the [𝐼𝑃] particles now
on their own, this loss of [𝑆𝐹 ] induces in space immediately
in contact with the molecules of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) a vacuum
(depression) permanently refilled trough resupply of composite
particles [𝐵𝑀] continuously resupplying the said vacuum
(depression) with their [𝑆𝐹] .
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Absorption follows a constant LAW ruled by the gravitational
constant which in the Universal Dynamic Science (UDS) is
presented as transformation of a flow of mass equivalent in
:
𝑘𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 )

"

"

But in effects the “true absorption” should be presented as flow
of composite particles [𝐵𝑀] absorbed from [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] at
density:
𝜌

/

=1
∆ ( , )
"

=

𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅)

"

That as can be observed is mass
filling the unit of volume at a density 𝑐 times that of the [𝑆𝐹 ]
(Space Fabric), therefore is mass compressed 𝑐 times that of
[𝑆𝐹 ]:
1

[𝑆𝐹 ] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐

We now have a flow of mass

≡1

∆ ( , )
"

"

of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ]

absorbed by the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) as composite particles [𝐵𝑀]
which as soon comes in contact with the molecules of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅),
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lose their own [𝑆𝐹 ] →

∆ ( , )
"

"

, transformed into Heat and

absorbed radially away from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) by the phase 𝐸
.
Loss of Space Fabric [𝑆𝐹 ] by a particle [𝐵𝑀] is due to
[𝑘𝐽] having character of
transformation of mass 𝑑𝑚 =
rigid mass occupying a volume, [𝑆𝐹 ]

=

[𝑚 ]

collapsing into mass in status of Heat at density 𝜌

=1

absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ] radially away from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) and
leaves the particle [𝐼𝑃], concentrated in the center, deprived of
the Space Fabric (SF), free to be absorbed in the nucleus of
the molecules of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ), surrounding it.
But at that point being the [𝐼𝑃] under depression runs to join
the particles [𝐼𝑃] inside the i nuclei belonging to the molecules
of the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) also under depression, this encounter is
cause of entropic degradation releasing mass belonging to
𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) inside the unit of volume during the unit of time in
status of Heat, the whole phenomenon is represented by the
Ruggeri’s “Universal formula of dissipation, (see:
GSJournal.net) representing in synthesis the whole
gravitational transformation of mass:
∆ ( , )
"

"

inside 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) over the unit of time , coming out in

status of as Heat in

: from the surface of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) as:

"
∆ ( , )∙

"

"

Loss due to transformation into Heat of the Space Fabric of the
[𝐵𝑀] is extremely small, but the phenomenon is of exceptional
importance, since through transformation into Heat, the
particles [𝐼𝑃] at the center of the [𝐵𝑀] suddenly find
themselves in the center of a Space depleted of Space Fabric,
which was occupying it as rigid substance.
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Depression of Space Fabric inside the molecules constituting
the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) is originated through presence of the phase
[𝐸 ] of the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] and works inside the 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅) as if
the phase [𝐸 ] were a mechanism which from infinite
distance absorbs the Heat through radial expansion,
developing the entropic degradation which from infinite radial
distance pulls Heat from inside the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ). The capacity
to absorb through expansion is transmitted from inside the
mass to the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] surrounding it, associating to it a field
(Gravitational) of depression and flow of composite particles
[𝐵𝑀] which being a spherical field having constant radial flow is
transmitting values of presence of substance in the unit of
volume subjected to reduction with increase of the radial
distance.
Resuming: Whilst absorption of substance in status of
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] takes place through flow of composite particles
[𝐵𝑀] when they come to contact with the mass 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ) they
lose their Space Fabric (transformed into Heat absorbed
radially away by the phase [𝐸 ] and the particles [𝐼𝑃] in their
center are absorbed in a violent fashion such that produces
outflow of Heat out of the molecules of 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ), promptly
absorbed by the phase [𝐸 ] radially away from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅 ).
Nature being endowed of “Horror vacui”, the local space
depression caused by loss of [𝑆𝐹 ] , around the particles [𝐵𝑀],
over the unit of time, tends to be compensated with flow of new
particles [𝐵𝑀] which in turn coming to contact with the
gravitational mass which deprives them of their Space Fabric
[𝑆𝐹 ] maintain depression through continuous degradation of
mass in status of Space Fabric into Heat.
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This way is produced a constant continuum flow of other
particles [𝐵𝑀] coming in from the surrounding field of
[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] establishing a field of continuous radial flow of the
composite particles [𝐵𝑀] of [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ], which flow, like the
field of depression of [𝑆𝐹 ] decreases in the [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] with
the radial distance from 𝑀(𝜌, 𝑅).

Note: gravitational phenomena are such that a gravitational
mass can release as dissipation an amount of substance
degraded into Heat much larger than the equivalent
absorbed from [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟/𝐸𝑆𝐹 ] as mass [𝐵𝑀].
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